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0°–360° bistable nematic liquid crystal display with large d Dn
and high contrast
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A new mode of 0°–360° bistable twisted nematic~BTN! liquid crystal display is developed by using
a parameter space method. This new mode possesses a largedDn value that provides a possibility
of using a 4.8–7mm cell gap and a 6.5 V operating voltage for the new 0°–360° BTN cells. The
high-contrast ratios above 80 within280°–80° viewing-angle ranges are obtained experimentally in
a horizontal direction, and the highest contrast ratio achieved is up to 250. In the contrast ratio, the
experiment’s results concur with the simulation results. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A bistable twisted nematic~BTN! liquid crystal display
~LCD! that can be switched between two metastable twis
states was discovered by Berreman and Heffner1 in 1981.
Recently, Tanakaet al.2 successfully made use of this bist
bility to develop a 0°–360° bistable LCD with a black–whi
VGA image. This display can be passive-matrix driven, a
it has the characteristics of a wide-viewing angle and a g
contrast ratio. Therefore, there have been many studie
improving this transmittive BTN LCD mode.3–14 So far,
most of the reports3–11are concentrated in this 0°–360° BT
mode, namely, the ‘‘Tanaka’s mode.’’

However, there is a critical problem in the Tanaka
mode.2 The problem is that its cell gap must be selected
about 2mm because of its smalldDn value~'l/2!. For such
a narrow gap, a short circuit will be produced very eas
when an operating voltage~normally above 20 V! is applied
to the BTN cell. Moreover, an ultraclean environment will
required in manufacturing this BTN LCD to avoid any sm
particle ~>2 mm! to be sandwiched in the small gap. Hen
a special technique should be adopted to eliminate such s
circuits, and some more expensive instruments should
equipped to keep the environment clean. Otherwise, m
waste will occur in industrial fabrication.

In order to overcome the problem mentioned above
this article we develop a new 0°–360° BTN mode by usin
parameter space method.15 The new mode possesses larg
dDn and higher contrast ratio than Tanaka’s mode, an
can provide the possibility of using a large cell gap and l
operating voltage for 0°–360° BTN LCD in practical fabr
cation.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
chxie@public.east.cn.net
1720021-8979/2000/88(4)/1722/4/$17.00
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II. OPTICAL OPTIMIZATION OF 0°–360° BTN

For the case of a transmittive BTN, the static parame
space is ideal in analyzing its optical properties since b
bistable twist states operate at zero voltage. Figure 1 sh
the structure schematic drawing of a transmissive BTN LC
Clearly, a liquid crystal cell is placed between two polar
ers, and the input and output polarizer axes are at an ang
a andg, respectively to the input director of the liquid crys
tal cell. The transmission of this optical arrangement is giv
by

T5U~cosg sing!"M "Fcosa
sina GU2

. ~1!

For the case ofg5a190°, Eq. ~1! leads to the following
expression:

T5U~2sina cosa!"M "Fcosa
sina GU2

. ~2!

TheM is the Jones matrix for the LC cell, and it is a functio
of a LC-twist anglef, a thickness-birefringence produc
dDn, an input-light wavelengthl, and a LC pretilt angleu.
In this article, we fixl at 550 nm,u at 0°. Therefore for
0°–360° BTN, the transmissionT of its 0° or 360° twist
states is a unique function ofdDn and a. So the contrast
ratio ~CR!, which is defined as CR5T(0)/T(360) or
T(360)/T(0), can beplotted as a unique function ofdDn
anda in a two-dimensional contour map.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the contrast ratio oa
and dDn for a 0°–360° BTNLC cell with cross-polarize
geometry. Each contour line in Fig. 2 represents an incre
of 37 in the contrast ratio. Clearly, two large regions, labe
with charactersA andB, respectively, possess excellent co
trast ratio. RegionA has a smalldDn value and is located
near the point ofa545°, dDn50.16mm in the (a,dDn)
parameter space. Its contrast ratio is over 112 and is
sensitive to the change ina. In fact, regionA includes the
il:
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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operating point proposed by Tanaka, as well as the opera
points of the other previous reports of 0°–360° BTN.
addition, regionB possesses a largedDn value and is located
near the point ofa50°, dDn50.78mm. The contrast ratio
in region B is more than 149 and is not sensitive to t
change indDn. Hence we can select a new operating po
in regionB to obtain a largedDn value and a high contras
ratio for a 0°–360° BTN LC cell.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the new 0°–360° BTN mode, we ma
three LC cells with antiparallel-rubbing directions on tw
alignment layers of the cells. A commercial polyamide S
7321 ~Merck! was used as an alignment layer with an 1
pretilt angle. Thed/P0 values of the cells were controlle
near 0.6 by a chiral additive S-811, whered is a cell gap and
P0 is a LC inherent pitch. These cells with different gaps~7,
5, and 4.8mm! were filled with different commercial LC
materials, respectively, thus theirdDn values are 0.73, 0.74
and 0.76, respectively, and they are included in regionB.
The detailed parameters of the three cells are listed in T
I. The 0° and 360° twist states of the new mode can
clearly distinguished by the birefringence effect in the s
tem including the LC cell and polarizers, since the inp
polarizer direction was put parallel to the LC input direct
as well as perpendicular to the output polarizer.

Figure 3 shows a driving wave form to switch the thr
cells mentioned above consists of a reset pulse to switch
molecules to a near-homeotropic state, followed by a se
tion pulse to select either of two metastable states. The r

FIG. 1. The structure schematic drawing of a transmissive BTN LCD

FIG. 2. Parameter space showing contours of contrast ratio vs input p
izer a anddDn for 0°–360° BTN cell with cross polarizer geometry~input
and output polarizer directors are perpendicular!.
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time and reset amplitude are represented byTr and Vr, re-
spectively, and the selection time and the selection amplit
are represented byTsandVs, respectively. Being somewha
complex, the driving wave form is the most suitable a
practical for switching the BTN cell, because it can be eas
divided into common-scanning signal and segment-data
nal to facilitate passive-matrix addressing. Actually Tana
et al. have successfully applied this wave form to drive th
0°–360° BTN LCD. We believe that this wave form is als
suitable for driving the new 0°–360° BTN mode.

Figure 4 shows the time-dependent transmission cu
and the time-dependent voltage pulse for the three c
switched by the wave form in Fig. 3. In this measureme
the Tr, Vr, andTs are fixed at 12 ms, 14 V, and 4 ms, an
the Vs alternates between 0 and 5 V. Clearly, for the thr
cells, their 0° twist states, which correspond to low transm
sion can be obtained by a 5 V selection pulse, while their
360° twist states, which correspond to high transmission,
be obtained by a 0 V selection pulse. Moreover, their con
trast ratios measured between 0° and 360° states are
100:1 in a normal direction. Both 0° and 360° states c
remain for several seconds after the electric field is remov
and if they show true black and buff, respectively, then th
will relax to a stable 180° twist state. Indeed the 0° and 36
twist states are metastable, and they can be obtained fo
three cells by using the switching wave form in Fig. 3.

Besides various cell gaps, several different LC mater
with differentDe values were used for the three cells. Wh
Tr, Ts, andVs are invariable, the change of aDe value has a
great influence onVr. Figure 5 shows the dependence of t
minimum Vr on theDe of LC material for the new mode
cells. Obviously, the minimumVr is decreased approxi
mately linearly as theDe is increased. For example, if theTr,
Ts, andVs are fixed at 45 ms,Tr/3, andVr/4, the minimum
Vr can be reduced from 12 to 6.5 V as theDe is increased
from 10.2 to 35.5. On the other hand, theTr will evidently

r-

TABLE I. Various parameter values of three 0°–360° BTN cells.

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3

LC 7500/000 5700/100 6204/000
Dn 0.1039 0.1581 0.1478
De 10.2 25.8 35.5
d(mm) 7.0 4.8 5.0
dDn(mm) 0.73 0.76 0.74

FIG. 3. Switching wave form for driving 0°–360° BTN cell.
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effect on the minimumVr as shown in Fig. 5. When theDe,
Ts, andVs are fixed at 35.5,Tr/3, andVr/4, the minimum
Vr can be reduced from 11 to 6.5 V as theTr is increased
from 5.6 to 45 ms. Although both a highDe and a longTr
can decreaseVr for the new mode, it is better to choose
high De value to do that, since a longTr will lead to slow
video frequency for display.

In addition, a longTr also has an influence onVs for the
new mode, and the experimental results of such an influe
are shown in Fig. 6. In our experiments, theVr andTs are
fixed at 20 V and 10 ms. When theTr530 ms, the 0° twist
state corresponding to low transmittance is selected with
finite amplitude range between 4 and 8 V~Fig. 6!. Beyond
this range, the 360° twist state is obtained in ranges of be
2 V and above 10 V. Moreover, whenTr is increased to 60
ms, the selection range of the 0° twist state becomes v
narrow and is located near 6 V, and it is too narrow to ma
passive matrix addressing for the new mode. So these re
seem to indicate that a longTr is a disadvantage of the ne
mode. However, no remarkable change of the selec

FIG. 4. Transmission of three LC cells~upper three! and applied voltage
pulse~bottom! as a function of time. The 0° twist state has low transmiss
and the 360° twist state has high transmission.

FIG. 5. Relationship between the minimumVr and theDe of LC material,
whereTr545 ms,Vs5Vr/4 andTs5Tr/3. The wave form in Fig. 3 is used
to switch the new mode cell.
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ranges is found when theTr is decreased from 30 to 15 ms
This probably means that a shortTr hardly influencesVs in
some cases.

As has been known from Fig. 2, the contrast ratio ov
149 in a normal direction can be obtained in regionB. Fur-
thermore, the relationship between contrast ratio and view
angle was investigated for the new mode both in a horizo
and vertical direction. Figure 7 shows the experimental
sults and simulation results in a horizontal viewing directio
Surprisingly, for the experimental curve~dashed line!, the
contrast ratios above 160 can be obtained within the270°–
70° viewing angles, and they can also be obtained above
between the280° and 80° viewing angles. Importantly th
highest contrast ratio of 250 can be obtained at a250° view-
ing angle. It is the first time to achieve such a high contr
ratio in so wide a viewing-angle range for BTN LCD. I
addition, both experimental and simulation curves~real line!
shows an asymmetry, and their contrast peak values on
left are higher than those on the right since the pretilt an
of liquid crystal on the alignment layer is 11° instead of 0
Clearly, the simulation results agree with the experimen

FIG. 6. Relationship between the reset timeTr and selection voltageVs,
whereVr520 V andTs510 ms. The wave form in Fig. 3 is used.

FIG. 7. Relationship between contrast ratio and viewing angle in horizo
viewing direction. The experimental results and simulation results are
resented by dashed line and real line, respectively.
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results very well. That means our simulation method is
curate and effectual for the BTN cell.

Figure 8 shows the experimental and simulation res
in a vertical direction. Obviously, both the experimen
curve~dashed line! and the simulation curve~real line! have
the same shape, but the experimental curve locates slight
the right of the simulation one. In Fig. 8, the contrast rat
can be obtained above 80 between the220° and 40° viewing
angles, and they can be obtained above 30 from240° to 55°
in the viewing angle. Compared with that in Fig. 7, the ran
of high contrast ratio becomes narrower in Fig. 8. This in
cates that the contrast ratio in a horizontal viewing direct
is better than that in a vertical viewing direction for the ne
mode.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, in order to overcome the drawback o
small cell gap in Tanaka’s mode, a new mode of 0°–36
BTN LCD is developed by using a parameter space meth
The new mode has a largerdDn and a higher contrast rati
than those of the Tanaka’s mode. The largedDn value has at

FIG. 8. Relationship between contrast ratio and viewing angle in vert
viewing direction. The experimental results and simulation results are
resented by dashed line and real line, respectively.
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least two advantages. One is that a large cell gap~from 4.8 to
7 mm! can be adopted in practical fabrication so that the n
0°–360° BTN LCD can be manufactured with good yiel
Another one is that largeDe liquid crystal material can be
used to reduce the operating voltage to 6.5 V. This me
that we can use inexpensive integrated circuits and s
power consumption. Besides, the high contrast ratios ab
80 within the280°–80° viewing angles in a horizontal d
rection are obtained experimentally for the new mode, a
the highest contrast ratio achieved is up to 250. This w
much improve the display quality of 0°–360° BTN LCD.

Compared with Tanaka’s mode, the new mode also
some shortcoming itself such as low light efficiency of t
bright state and nonblack–white display. Nevertheless,
brightness can be enhanced by using a powerful backli
and its black–white display can be carried out by addin
suitable retardation film to the LC cell. This work will b
done in the future.
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